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Power-Downs 

Options 

The Enemy. 

Credits 

Ne 40 years after they were blasted into 

GL orbit as part of an early space experiment, 

the laboratory rats Washington and Jefferson 

have returned to earth. Equipped with some 

fiendish gadgetry of a strange alien design, they 

are leading a rodent revolution to take over the 
planet. Houses, gardens, museums and 

factories are all being systematically destroyed 

by a rat plague of biblical proportions. 

With mankind powerless against the cheese 

chomping horde, our only defense is an elite 

band of feline freedom fighters. Known only as 

the Scratch Cats, the fate of the world lies in 

their paws! 

Getting Started 
Correctly insert the “Rat Attack” Game Pak into your Nintendo 64 
system and move the POWER switch tothe ON position. 

Language Selection 
Choose your preferred language for the onscreen text by moving the 
Control Stick left or right to select a national flag then pressing the A 
Button to confirm your choice. 

Menu Controls 
On menu and selection screens move the Control Stick to highlight your 
choice, then press the A Button to confirm its selection. Pressing the 
B Button returns you to the previous menu. 



Press START during:the demo 
to get to the Main Menu. Move 
the Control Stick up and down to 
highlight one of the following 
then press the A Button to 
confirm your choice. 

“ONE PLAYER”: Select this to 
begin a one player game. 

“MULTIPLAYER”: Select this 
to play a multiplayer game (note, 
you will need at least two 
Controllers to do this). 

“OPTIONS”: Select this to 
customize the game's set-up. 

| Sinplebkpangaime 
“Select Character” 
Before you-play you must 
choose one of the Scratch Cats 
from the “Select Character” 
screen. Move the Control Stick 
left or right to highlight one. of 
the cats. You will notice that 

each cat is rated (from the top down) for: the number of Bonus Coins 
required before thecat can performits special move, speed, the range 
of their Eraticator, and their strength - the stronger the cat the longer 
the rats remain dazed when you hit them with your swipe attack. Select 

the cat you want’by pressing the A Button. 

Note, the question marks conceal hidden characters that are unavailable 
for play at the start of the game. 

“Theme Select” 
The first time you play the only theme available for selection is the 
house. However once you've completed all rooms in a particular loca- 
tion you get the option of skipping that theme in-subsequent games: 
move the Control Stick left or right to choose where you wish to begin 

the game, then press the A Button to proceed: 

Your Mission 
Before a level begins you are given a short briefing by Professor Julius. 
Listen carefully because he will fill you in on particular hazards and 
any new gadgets found in the mission ahead. Press the A Button 
when you're ready to continue. Pressing START will skip the briefing. 

Each mission you undertake on behalf of the Scratch cats involves 

protecting a different room from rat attack. Each room contains items 
that the rats will try to destroy - you can-tell which ones they are 
because they fall into. place at the start of the level. The rats will gather 
around an item and soon you will it see it shake and wobble as they 

set about it-with their pointy teeth and claws. Unless-you intervene, the 
item will soon be destroyed (note, it flashes red just before-it falls 
apart). To complete a level you must eliminate a certain number of rats 
before they manage-to destroy all of the room’s contents. The exact 
number for your “CATCH” quota appears onscreen at the start of the 
level; the number of rats outstanding at any point is shown on your 
Onscreen Display. 

Tie Onearaan Digna 
© Your cat. 

The number of lives remaining. 
The number of rats that must be 
destroyed before you can exit 

the level. 
© Room damage gauge, As the room 

gets trashed this begins to fill up. 
When it reaches maximum the room 
is destroyed and you will have 

to redo the level. 
© Bonus Coins. The grey circles show the numberof Bonus Coins 

required by your. particular cat before they can perform their special 
move. Every time you pick up a Bonus Coin (it looks like a spinning 
gold cat head) one of these discs turns yellow. 



C (Up) Button 

G (Lett) Button. 

€ (Right) Button 
C (Down) Button 

Start Button 

A Button 

Control Stick 

Control Stick: Controls the movement of your cat. 

C [DOWN] Button: Activate a Cheese Powerup. Dropping a piece of 
cheese creates a diversion to distract nearby rats. 

R Button: Special Move. Each cat has its own move but in general 
their effect is to instantly eliminate all but the toughest foes in the vicin- 
ity. Note, these moves can only be performed once you have collected 
a certain number of bonus coins. 

A Button: Eraticate. Hold down, walk across to other side of your vic- 
tim/s, then release. See the following section for details. 

B Button: Jump. Use'this to get up on to high-objects or to jump over 
and avoid any pesky rodents. Note if you actually land on a rat after 

you've jumped it will remain. momentarily stunned, 

Z Button: or L Button: Swipe. Use this to temporarily-stun any rats 
within range. The stronger your cat the longer the rat will remain 
stunned for. 

C [RIGHT] Button: Toggles the fixed camera viewpoint on/off. 

C [UP] Button: Toggles the position of the Onscreen Display. 

C [LEFT] Button: Toggle the player indicator on/off (multiplayer 
games only). This indicator is displayed beneath your cat and animates 
to show when you are carrying rats. 

START Button: Opens /closes the “Pause” Menu. Use the Control 
Stick to highlight one of the following then press the A Button: 
“RESUME”, to return to the game; “SOUND”, to change the sound 
set up; or “QUIT” to end the game (you will then have to select 
“YES” and press the A Button a second time to confirm). 

Capturing Rats with the Eraticator 
Feline genius Professor Julius, the 
world’s leading authority in rat y Pea 

containment techniques, has 

equipped each member of the 
Scratch Cats with an Eraticator. 
This device can be used to capture 

any rats standing within its 
containment field. 
To use the Eraticator stand near a 
rat then press and hold the A 
Button; now move around to the 
other side of the rat so that your ver- 

min victim is standing within the loop of the containment field; release 
the A Button and the rat is sucked into the Eraticator’s storage tanks. 
Note, you can use this method to store as many rats as you like, for as 
long as you like, but if you accidentally touch a free rat while doing so 
then all your captured rats will escape (although, on the plus side, you 
don’t sustain any damage if this happens). 
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Emptying the Eraticator 
To permanently eliminate rats held 

within yourEraticator you must 
dispose of them in the Destructor. 
Simply walk over the Destructor and 

any rats you have captured will be 

banished into the abyss. How often 
you visit the Destructor is up to you: 
the more rats you'drop off at once the 
larger your points bonus will be; but of 

course the longer you run around with 

a full Eraticator the greater your risk of 
losing your-catch should you touch 
another rat. As a reminder of this, 
the more rats you have stored in your 

Eraticator the faster the Destructor 
pad. spins. 

Other Ways to Deal With Rats 
The Eraticatoris-a clean and humane method of rat disposal. If you 
would prefer to seeyour enemy suffer and heartheir plaintive squeaks 

of terror then there aré-alternatives. Many levels contain everyday 
objects whic’ can be used in this regard: use your swipe attack to 
Khock your hapless quarry into nearby-hazards or look out for the floor 
switches that can transform a-simple household appliance into a dark 
agent of feline-retribution. 

Finishing a Level 
When you have eliminated. the 
required number of rats for a level, 

Professor Julius will:beam down a 
Scratch Door to allow you to leave. 
You now have the choice of 
continuing the rat harvest to get a 
better score or walking into the 
Scratch Door to exit the level and 
proceed to the nextroom. Any rats 

caught after the exit door appears are 
worth double points, but.remember you 

must leave through the door before the countdown reaches zero. When 

you finish a room a listing appears showing how many points you were 

awarded and how well you did. 

esr 
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Losing Lives 
Of course, as a cat you have nine lives. If you touch a rat or get hurt in 
any other way you will lose one life; if you lose three lives you will have 

to restart that level. When you have lost all nine lives the game is over. 

Time Limit 
Take note: if you take too long clearing a room the message “Hurry 

Up” will be displayed across the screen and the rats will become 

super speedy. 

Game Over 
If you scored particularly well during a game you are given the 

opportunity to enter your initials Into the high score table. Move the 
Control Stick left and right to select a letter then press the A Button 
to confirm (you can use the B Button.to remove" letter if you make a 
mistake)..Press the A Button again when you've finished. 

Note, once you've played through every room at a particular location then 
you may start a game from the next location whenever you play Rat Attack 
in future. 

Gooalads 
These are the different floor pads you will find in the rooms. The Cat 

Pads are for your use: to activate them they must be walked over 
or jumped.on. The Rat Pads are used by the rodents when they are 
up to no good (though you can use them to your advantage in a 

multiplayer game). 

CATPADS: 

Destructor 
This is where you take your Eraticated rats for disposal. 

Scratch Pads 
These act as switches to activate doors and other equipment. 
It's best to experiment to discover their exact purpose. 

Teleport 
These always appear in pairs: walk into one and you 

re-appear from out of the other. 
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Duplicator 
Makes a copy of any rat that walks upon it. The copied 
rat can be distinguished from the original by its darker 
coloring: it is just as dangerous but sadly is worth no points 

when collected. Multiplayer game only: when you walk over a 
Duplicator,any of your opponents’ rats that are stored in your 

Eraticator-will be-duplicated and released. 

Mutator 
If a Genetic Blueprint Rat (one of the white ones) walks over 
a Mutator they are transformed into a Mutant Rat-In a 
Multiplayer game if you trap a Genetic Blueprint Rat and 
subséquently walk over the Mutator then the Mutant Rat so 
ereated will-attack only your opponents, so this can-further 
your cause if not your popularity. 

mK $ 
Occasionally you will come across power-ups during a level. To pick 

them up simply walk over them, 

Eraticator Boost 
This is sort of a power-up in that it increases the range of 
your Eraticator. However, Uniquely, it doesn't stop you from 
picking up and using a second:power-up while it is activat- 
ed. Upto-three boosts can be picked upyat which point 
the Eraticator.is at maximum power. The-effect lasts until 
you lose. a life. 

OWER 

®_ 4 — Bonus Coin 
<i You need these to perform special moves. The more rats 

you drop off in the Destructor the greater your chance of a 
Bonus Coin. 

Shield 
Makes your cat invincible for a short period of time. This 
Power-Up allows you to travel through laser beams and 

carry out other death-defying feats of daring... until it 
runs out... 
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Catatonic 
Health-boost - restores one life. 

Cat Nip 
Temporarily gives your cat a speed boost. 

Room Repair 

This Power-Up will repair any damaged items of furniture 

left in the level. 

Rat Freeze 
All the rats (inthe multiplayer game it’s just your rats) are 
frozen for 5 seconds. Note, they flash just before they are 

about to thaw out. 

Random 
This is available in the multiplayer game only = you will 

receive a random Power-Up. 

Cat Nap 

Again this is for the multiplayer game only: it sends one of 
your opponents’ cats to sleep for 5 seconds. 

Standard Cheese 
Rats will do anything for this stinky yellow dairy pro- 
duce. After you have picked it up the cheese will 
appear to float above your head until you place it 
down by pressing the C [DOWN] Button: all rats in the 
vicinity will be attracted to it. Use cheese as a decoy 
to keep rats away from valuable items or as bait to 
nab large numbers with your Eraticator. 

Blue Cheese 
This is available in the multiplayer game only. Place 
the cheese by pressing the C [DOWN] Button; it 
works like Standard Cheese except it only attracts 

your opponents’ rats (the poor fools). Place it next to 
a valuable item to encourage your opponents’ rats 

close enough to damage it. 



Big Cat 
This Power-Up temporarily causes your cat to double in 

Zz size, allowing you to have endless fun squashing rats. If 
you get this Power-Up in the multiplayer game you can even 
squash your opponents’ cats by jumping on them: 

You don’t want these. Their effects only last a few seconds but pick 

them up and you can severely hamper your chances of completing 

the level. 

2g Rat Soat 
~ , Causes a malfunction in your Eraticator allowing rats to 
= escape from its storage tanks. 

2 Slow Down 
$f you want to-see-what a cat might look like walking 

lg througfitreacle then pick this up. 

ee Reverse Controls 
s Left becomes right, up becomes down. Very confusing. 

ral G 
CHESTS 
Power-ups can also be found in chests. Notice that a number appears 

above each chest; depending on the type of chest it is, this shows the 
number of rats you must Eraticate before it will open... 

Wooden Chest 
Above the chest appears the number of rats you'must 
eliminate before it will open. 

Silver Chest 
Above the chest appears the number of rats you must 

destroy in one go to unlock the chest, i-e. this is the exact 
number of rats you must have in your Eraticator when you 
visit the Destructor. 

Gold Chest 
This works in the same way as the silver chest except you 
can use it again and again. 
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Rat Crate 
This works in a similar way to the silver chest except that 

only bad things are in store once you've unlocked it: if you 
inadvertently take the number of rats shown above the rat 
crate to the Destructor then the rat crate will open releasing its 

contents. This will either be a mutant rat or a skull and crossbones that 
will chase after you in an attempt to-deliver a nasty power-down. 

Note that the contents can also be released if the crate is destroyed by rat 
damage. 

Ponusiuives) 
Sometimes you will notice a rat with the word “EXTRA” being spelt 
out above its head, one letter at a time. Collect this rat.and:the letter 
above his head-at the time of collection appears down the left of the 
screen. If you manage to spell out the word “EXTRA” you'll be awarded 
an extra life. 

i MultiplayeasGame) 
Up to four people can play the multiplayer game at the same time, 

depending on-the number of controllers you have plugged into the 

console: Fora two player game, use controllers in controller sockets 1 
and 2; for a three player game use controllers in controller sockets 1, 2 
and 3. On the “Select Character” screen-any player wishing to take part 
should press the A Button on their Controller and then press the A 
Button again to confirm that selection. Note that no two players can 
choose the same cat. 

At the “Theme Select” screen move the Control Stick left and right to 
choose where you wish the battle to take place, then press the A 
Button to proceed. There are four different themes to choose from, 

including one specially designed forfour players. 

“Rat Chase” 
When the game begins you will notice that each player has his or her 
own color of rats (red for player one, green for player two, blue for play- 
er three and brown for player four). Now, any damage to the room 
caused by your color of rat is your problem and is registered on your 

Room Damage Gauge. Hence the aim of the game is not only to 

destroy your rats, but also to stop your opponents getting rid of theirs. 

15 



Once one player has Eraticated the room's quota of rats then that per- 
son has won the level. For the remaining players the number of rats 
destroyed and the level of room damage incurred decides whether they 
get second, third or fourth place. 

Once all the rooms at the chosen location have been played the player 

who won the most levels is declared the overall “Winner”. 

“Beat the clock” 
All the rats are grey-in this game. The winner is simply the player who 
has the highest score when the onscreen clock counts down to zero. 

“Score chase” 
Again all the rats are grey in this game but this time the winner is the 
first player to get a certain number of points (displayed onscreen at the 

start of each game). 

“Handicap” 
Use this if you want to make the game harder or easier for any of the 
players, it allows you to alter the number of rats that each player is 

required to catch to complete the level. Once you highlight the Handicap 
option each player can move their Control Stick left or-right to switch 

between either “Beginner” “Easy”, “Normal”, “Hard” or “Expert”. 

Options) 
Move the Control Stick-up or down to highlight one of the following 
options then press the A Button to select it. 
“HIGH SCORES”: select this to view the*high scores table. 
“CONTROLLER PAK”: this allows you to-manage your Controller 
Pak. Bé warned: this menu option allows you to erase previously 

saved games. 
“SOUND”: move the Control Stick up-or down to highlight one of the 
following then move it left or tight to change its setting: the choices are 
“MUSIC” volume or “SFX” (sound effects) volume. 
“SKILL SELECT”: move the Control Stick up or down to select either 
“EASY”, “NORMAL” or “EXPERT”. Press the A Button when 
you've chosen: 
“CUSTOM”: use up and down on the Control Stick to highlight one of 
the following choices and use left and right to change its setting. The 
choices are: “HELP TEXT” (the little messages telling you which 
buttons to press), and “BRIEFINGS” (the tips given to you before 
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each theme and the tips given to you on the Boss levels in easy and 
normal playing modes) 

“LANGUAGE”: use the Control Stick to select one of the six 
European languages available for the onscreen text. Press the 
A Button when you've finished. 

MnyactsGna Ga-badn Gas 
ithelcield Operatives) 

Birthplace: Osa, Jaan 
Hobby: Organi 

Speed: 7 
Eralicator power: 7 
Number of coins 
required for special move: 4 
‘Strength: 7 

‘Keeper of the Twin Swords of Katarashi, Hai Jinx has been trained 
from a kitten in the martial arts. Hal Jiny’s past is shrouded in 
ster - event hi -thugh he remembers bis upg in 2 
Japanese Monastery, being taught by monks of the Order of Figh 
Bhchist Cas (Tngzua Shan capt, Hal nx is a Same 
e's discpine, focused and rot ven to levy or hang hs tummy 
tichied. 

Special move: Lightning Strike 
Unleashes the elemental fury of his ancestors with a series of deadly 
Feghting bolts, 

ng 

SPARKY 

Birthplace: Engin 
Hobhy: Tarot ca, 
Speed: 8 

Fraticator power: 6 
Number of coins 
required for special move: 4 

Strength: é 
‘pathy was bom dung a freak cosmic alignment and thus 
atraly te into the service fa young wth Fim in 
touch wt the spit wad, Sparky can trace hs personal 
incamations beck to te Roman Epic, Athough Spay has 
powers beyond te ken of most amans, and tough he has 
seen into the darkest secrets ofthe universe, be sol cat 
aad lves a good ot. 
Special move: Woodland Summoning 
When Soak use his supematual powers alas inthe vcnty 
axe ranstomed ito harmless bunny rebis and rend fog. 
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Birthplace: ‘The Brom, USA 
Favorite food: Rat, 
Speed: 

required for special move: 2 
Strength: 8 
Scared tra his many its, Manx looks deadly. And hei 
Arogenc, a hotYenper and mcodness are some of his better 
‘qualities. He may be te lose cannon of the bunch but he's 
‘rely yal to the cause and tons fends. 
Special move: Last Chance 
A wbitvind of claws and teeth, Mans special move spl 
cisaser foray asin hls path a they are fg at high 
veloty against concrete wal, Splat 
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Chateau Chinon, France. 
Lobster. 
8 Speed: 

Eraticator power: 7 
Number of eons 
required for special move: 5 

Strength: 5 
‘Mf the pampered pet of ciminal mastermind Doctor Wotgang 
etopoitz. When not volved in Scrat Cats missions she eles 
on the doctor's secret tropical sand hideanay. She has been known 
{o accompany Octoplite on oertan missions andthe authors have 
been bate by a spate of bugis that would be impossie or a 
human to commit. Despite her spit and aoo nature, Nuys 
siyish, seductive anda valuable member ofthe Scratch Cats, 
Special move: Heart Atta 
A erage of i ove hearts reveals Muty’'s romantic sid while 
siurtaneous)yinfcting a Wisualy easing but nevertheless pant 
lath on any asin the voi 

Birthplace: Sy 
Favorite food: Cheese fondue. 
Speed: 

Eraficator power: 7 
Number of coins 
reqired for special move: 3 

Strength: 6 
‘Sinokey ves deep under the Eiger, ina secret eb used bya Sis 
phamaceutcal company o experiment ith safe lic energy 

fy she has fashioned her own ct su, 
protective gogles ena tiny atom serail the mast clean and 
efficient way to destroy rats), Tidy and methodical, her ability to 
nganie makes her the unofficial eader ofthe Sratch Cats, 
Special move: Satelite Support 
When Smokey ges in trouble she simpy cals up a laser stk tam 
bet cwn pte military sate, Cat Sa 1. With pinpoint accuracy 
‘any near ats are kiled inthe mast clan and Fumene wey 
ossibe (nu cant have everthing 

Birtplace: Enel. 
Hobby: Metalwork, 
Speed: 8 
Eratcator power: 8 

Number of coins 
required for special move: 

Strength: 8 
A tough aleyeat with @ penchant for boxing Bab Cat isn't one for 
words prefers to tbs pans do the taking Wen he was 
recut into the Scratch Cats ne was a street screppng bruiser 
whose ony was the aw of the street. His kid brother was token 
brats wen he ws stil kiten so naw he's every at's nightmare: 
a twofisted pussy with & grudge. 
‘Special move: ‘Shadow Boxer 
A fury of uppereuts guaranteed to KO the toughest of as end sera 
them fing oto the Destructor 
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Birthplace: 1A, Avec. 
Secret shame: Raised y wont, 
Speed: 9 
Eraticator power: 8 
Number of eons required 
for special mave: 2 

Strength: 8 
Pear! is the loud and often outspoken member of the Scratch 
cats. As a Kitten Pear! was found by a pack of feral dogs who 
raised her as thelr onn and taught her to run. Tat and her 
solr skates make her the fastest member ofthe team, She is 
currently held hostage by Washington and Jefferson at an 
unknown destination, 

PROFESSOR REX JULIUS 

PHD, MISC, MA, RCFE, IBA, BAGA 
Birthplace: Fngand 
Hobby: Freeing the word fiom 

the soo of ei, 
respected scientist and a flow ofthe Rol Colege of Feline 

Engineers, twas Professor Rex Julus who st warned the 
word about the sng at population. In those eat days he 
was mocked fr his trouble but, though he prayed that ne was 
wo, fe ew nhs heart of hears that a rodent apocalynse 
was on its way He cated on his wock in sere, iment the 
Erato and forming the Sorach Cts 

Professor ulus uses a surveincerobet named Newton to 
feo constant contact wt the cain the Fld wile he 
stays back at Scratch Cat HQ. 
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JEFFERSON & WASHINGTON 
This vl rodent duo wont est uti te have conquered the word and © 
forced mankind to lve in sewers and skirting boards. Find them, rescue the 
Seratch Cat Peat from their clutches, then punish them using the ony are 
62 te fiy ein uidestard. Hen comes tothe fia shordon 

they're very wel oefended but you may beable to use their remember this 
cn forces ag st them, 

BENNETT THE DOG 
Bennet likes to sleep. When he sleeps, the 
cats ae safe. Buti things get a ite nc 
te might wake, Te rats know ths nd wi 
try anything to disturb Bennett - once 
Bennett's awake he'l chase the nearest cat 
and rash any in is ath Luckily he's 
a particulary lazy dg and wil fl asleep 
again attra short while 

MOUTH RAT 
Highly aggressive, these rats xe not interest 
en destrong a room - ony yu! They wil 
{pst follow you rlentessy, al the time gas! 
ing ther huge cat hom teeth 

SOLDIER RAT 
Destructive, aggressive and not as 
stupid a5 they lok, these are the 

{oot solders of Washington and 
Jefferson’ amy. As the game pro 
‘esses jou wil encounter rat that 
‘are ever more cunning: this is sign- 
fed by change in col. Te frst 
‘ats you encounter are grey, then 

come tive, green and fay he a 
bolic re as 

GENETIC 
BLUEPRINT RAT 
feat harmless in Ns native 
stat srt can gi ou real tou 
be if ou lt them get close to a 
AMuator- nce they rele is there 
the Genetic Blegnnt Rat wil w 
an the Mutato and be transformed 
int oe of the fling Mutant 
Rats Mouth, Mommy, Vampie, 
Geni, Jl, Dei, Martin 

MUMMY RAT 
Long oad Eaton rat who's 
sworn to punish al tose wha 
cdstut his rest. Pu this 
‘groueh through the Eraticator 
2 fw tines 1 remove those 
tandages toerer. 
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VAMPIRE RAT 

everything he comes across. Dont ink you can just run any ether Decause fe shots fie 
too, Eaticate when he's earth bound. 

GENIUS RAT 
Basicaly a wthing bain wth buck teeth, 
the Genius Rati @ revolting abomination 
of nature. Physically weak yt. 
very sr destroy obec us 
telekinesis, As if you did't hate tim 
enough, e's also anata 
yu wi id the Sole 
mare ofa anal when he's around. 
Don't even bother with the Eraticator until 
fs brain has stopped that al outing 
te can't be Eracated whl he's using 
fis unearthly powers, 

JELLY RAT 
Hori ite lumps oly The fist tie you jump ona Jey Rat 
you stunt the second tne explodes. Note, when you use the 
Fratcetor ona Jey Rat it spits into two Jely Rat Babies 

DEVIL RAT 
Truly the rodent of Beetebubs he fies and he can use 
ul brimstone breath fo shoot deadly fireballs. Wat 

'son wat the 

MARTIAN RAT 
Fay gn toting an rodent, Remember: in spave none can 
ear you a 

With the power to take tothe air this undead rodent can i fram abject to object, demolishing Minesland.tins 
SCRATCH CAT, | have compiled a top secret dossier to 
help you defeat Washington and Jefferson. Read it 
carefully — it may save your nine lives: 

* Make good use of your swipe attack. A true Scratch Cat 
knows when to get their claws dirty. 

¢ In the multiplayer game try and swipe grey rats in to 
the air just as your opponent is about to shut their Eraticator. If 

you time it just right, the Eraticator will close whilst the rats are still in 
the air — missing all of them! 

© Trap the gold rats in the multiplayer! They are worth the same as 4 

standard rats. 

* /f you spot the white Genetic Blueprint Rat, try and Eraticate it before 

it reaches the Mutator and turns into a mutant rat. 

© In the multiplayer game trap the white rats and then run over the 
Mutator, the mutant rat will then go after your feline opponents! 

Remember - to get a big score quickly, you should destruct lots of rats 
at once. The more you save up, the bigger the points!” 

TECHNICAL SUPPORT 
“Should you experience any technical problems with this software, such as it falling to operate, 
‘please contact our technical support department. 
‘Address: Technical Support, Mindscape: Technical Support, The Learning Company, inc. 
1700 Progress Drive, PO Box 100. Hiawatha, IA 52233-0100 Attn: Rat Attack N64 

24 hour Technical Support: (800) 409-1497 
‘Telephone: (319) 247-3333 Fax: (319) 395-9600 

| Email; hhelp@ticsupport.com Website: swlearningco.com 
} Hours of Business: 9:001.1, to 9:00. Monday to Friday. 
We regrat that we cannot offer game hints and -tips, as the service is provided for technical ciffoulties only, 
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FOR PURE ENTERTAINMENT: 
Phil Corbett - CONCEPTUAL ARTIST 

Steve Gardiner - UI/PERIPHERALS PROGRAMMER 

Richard Groves - PORTING GAMEPLAY 

Steve Hales - CHARACTER MODELING AND ANIMATION 

Harry Holmwood - EXECUTIVE PRODUCER 

Damian Hosen - PRODUCER 

Robin Jubber - PLAYSTATION SUPPORT PROGRAMMER 

Malcolm Mclean - SUPPORT PROGRAMMER 

Simon Parkinson - GAMEPLAY PROGRAMMING 

Gary Symons - 'BOSS' PROGRAMMING 

Doug Telford - LEVEL MODELING AND DESIGN 

Richard Weeks - PLAYSTATION ENGINE PROGRAMMER 

Yin Chien Yeap - SUPPORT PROGRAMMER 

MUSIC COMPOSED BY 
Andrew Melvin 

SOUND EFFECTS BY 
Allister Brimble 

VOICES 
Stephen Copp 

Adam Oxford 
Lynette Reade 
James Walker 
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FOR MINDSCAPE UK: 
David Bishop - EXECUTIVE PRODUCER 

Peter Hickman - PRODUCER 

Richard Plumb - ASSOCIATE PRODUCER 

Ash Powell - LEAD TEST 

lain White, Tony Dorey - QUALITY ASSURANCE 

James Scalpello - PRODUCT MANAGER 

Paul Kluge - PUBLIC RELATIONS 

Bill Duncan, 
Steve Longdale - DESIGN AND LAYOUT 

FOR MINDSCAPE US: 
Bret Berry - EXECUTIVE PRODUCER 

Dan Achterman - PRODUCTION ASSISTANT 

Egan Hilvela, 

Walker Richardson ~ QUALITY ASSURANCE 

Mary Lynn Slattery — - SENIOR MARKETING MANAGER 

Chuck Kroegel - EXECUTIVE VICE PRESIDENT 

Caryn Mical - SENIOR VP, SALES AND MARKETING 

Debbie Minardi - VP, BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT 

LEAD QA: Ashley Powell 
QA TESTERS: With special thanks: Roger Dawes, 
Tony Dorey, Marcus Starnes, Martin Newing, lain 
White, Adrian Wood Jones 

www.cheese-uk.com 

www.pure-ent.co.uk 
www.learning.co.uk 
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WARRANTY AND SERVICE INFORMATION 
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The Learning Company’ (°TLC") warrants that the media on which the enclosed program is recorded will be 
‘ree from defects in materials and workmanship for a period of 90 days from the date of purchase. If within 
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Company, Attn; Returns, 190 Parkway West, Duncan, SC 29334. Please include a copy of your sales receipt, 
packaging slip or invoice, along with a brief note of explanation:as to why you are returning your program. 
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©1999 Pure Entertainment. All rights reserved. Mindscape is a registered trademark and Rat Attack! and 
ndscape logo are trademarks of TLC Multimedia Inc. All other trademarks and registered trade= 
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